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A CUSTOM MADE
PROGRAM
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La Vendée, land of sporting excellence!

Used to major sports competitions, supported by thousands of volunteers from all
over the area, the department council is the first partner of the sport in la Vendée:
partner of all collective sports playing at the highest national levels (Football, Basketball, Handball...); partner of more than 500 local sports clubs through financial or
material fundings to organize their events; main partner of the department’s College
Sports sections.
In nearly 30 years, the Departmental council supported more than 710 sports facilities
(indoor and outdoor facilities). Since its opening in 2012, the Vendespace facility,
directly managed by the Departmental Council, has welcomed more than one million
visitors, and some of the main sports competitions such as the EuroBasket Women,
Davis Cup, Badminton European Championship, Euro Asia Table Tennis Championship,
Top 12 French Gymnastics.
Alain LEBOEUF

President of La Vendée
department

La Vendée knows how to create and host the greatest events with Worldwide
resonance, like the Vendée Globe, non-stop solo sailing without assistance (the
hardest race in the World) or the Tour de France, which has started 6 times from la
Vendée since its creation.
La Vendée, land of sporting excellence, will be glad to welcome you for your
preparation to the 2024 Olympic Games La Vendée, terre d’excellence sportive, sera
heureuse de vous accueillir dans vos préparations aux Jeux Olympiques 2024 !
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The Departmental Olympic and
Sport Committee of la Vendée
La Vendée, land of Athletes
The involvement of local population in sports clubs has been long
recognized. Thanks to high quality facilities and dynamic volunteers, La
Vendée stands in the top departments of the most athletic region of
France. Every year, 200 000 people play a sport in one of the 1950 local
clubs.
These local people are keen to have the opportunity to welcome
foreign athletes during their Olympic and Paralympic preparation. The
associations volunteers will be honored to give support to the
delegations who will chose their department to train in the best
conditions for this event.
The Departmental Olympic and Sport Committee of la Vendée

Vendée Tourism
Get Your Olympic and Paralympic dreams ready in la Vendée
Discover and choose la Vendée to prepare your Olympic and
Paralympic games. You will find there friendly and sharing times. You
will enjoy an amazing and cosy destination, with great panoramas,
preserved natural landscapes, and many outdoor activities, to
disconnect, get back to basics, and appreciate unforgettable moments
to prepare the event with serenity.
At the centre of the Atlantic coast, at 3 hours’ drive from Paris, or near
international airports, la Vendée invites you in its exceptional natural
territory.
Vendée Tourisme.
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LA VENDÉE
2024 OLYMPIC GAMES TRAINING CENTERS

1.
DESTINATION
VENDÉE
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THE ASSETS OF
OUR
DESTINATION
La Vendée offers great advantages to the sports federations :
proximity, sense of hospitality and change of scenery for an
original and accessible experience. Thanks to great experiences of
international events such as the Vendée Globe, thanks to an easy
access, to a quick 3 hours trip by train from Paris to La Roche sur
Yon, la Vendée is the perfect destination for your preparation.

• Central position on Atlantic coast

NANTES

• 3 hours TGV trip from Paris
• A business aviation aerodrom at la Roche-sur-

BORDEAUX

Yon, which can accept aircrafts with 70
passengers
• 2 international airports within one hour drive:
Nantes and la Rochelle
• Possibilities of diversified, excellent

quality-price ratio stays
• 250 kms of coast and 140 kms of
beaches
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NOT TO BE MISSED
IN LA VENDÉE
Puy du Fou® is one-of-a-kind theme park, several times top
rated amusement park in the World, offering a lot of wonderful
shows for the family.
Stay in one of the hotels of Puy du Fou or in one of the

accommodations nearby.

Discover Les Sables d'Olonne, a well known sailing and
recreational boating site, departure point of the legendary
Vendée Globe ! On the coast of la Vendée department, this
seaside town offers fine sandy beach, lovely landscapes : dunes,
marshes, the forest of Olonne.

Discover Noirmoutier Island, with its 40 kms of fine sandy
beaches and its salt marshes !
You will find unique landscapes, with typical ports and white
houses with blue shutters.
You can easily access the island through the Noirmoutier Island
Bridge or the legendary Gois Passage or Passage du Gois, a 4 km
long flooding road, unique in the world, revealing at low tide.

Discover the regional natural park Marais poitevin, a «Grand Site
de France» label. In the South of la Vendée, you will enjoy more
than 112 000 hectares of green nature. The Green Venice
proposes environment friendly activities, such as traditional
boat trips, biking in the shades of the ash trees... And explore
the fauna and flora of the Marais poitevin.
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LA VENDÉE, LAND
OF GREAT EVENTS
A STRONG, ATTRACTIVE AND SPORTING REGION
La Vendée loves great events, each year welcoming many
national and international competitions. The capacity of the
department to host these events has long been proven, and
its economic dynamic recognized.

People of la Vendée are familiar with the Tour de France. The Grand

Départ has already taken place 6 times here. Le Vendée Globe, nonstop solo sailing without assistance round the World, starts from les
Sables d’Olonne every 4 years. 2024 will launch the 10th departure
of the mythic sailing race. At the heart of la Vendée, the Vendéspace
has been hosting national and international competitions since 2013.
Each event gathers the people of la Vendée: Davis Cup 2014, Fed Cup
2018, EuroBasket Women 2013, Badminton European Championship
2016, qualifying games of the French handball and basketball teams.
Many sports events have their ways through the beautiful
landscapes of la Vendée : the Foulées du Gois (running race), the
Chrono des Nations (trial run), the Tour de Vendée (cycling race),
Ironman 70.3 Les Sables d'Olonne – Vendée (Triathlon).
The Mondial Football Montaigu brings together tomorrow’s
professional football players.
The vitality of sports in the territory enhances the image of la
Vendée, land of sporting excellence.
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T H E LO C A L O LY M P I C A N D
PA R A LY M P I C AT H L E T E S
Gwladys LEMOUSSU
Para-Triathlon PTS5 category.
World champion 2016 and bronze medalist
at the Rio 2016 Paralympic games, Gwladys
placed 6th in the last Paralympic Games in
Tokyo.

Aloïse RETORNAZ
Sailing 470.
Partner with Camille
Lecointre
:
2019
European champions in
San Remo and bronze
medalists at the 2019
Enoshima Japan World
championship, bronze
medalists
at
Tokyo
Olympic games in 2021.
They were awarded
« Sailors of the year
2019 » by the French
Sailing Federation.

Gaëtan MENGUY
Wheelchair tennis.
World N° 22 ranked
singles and n° 28
double in
2021.
Tokyo 2021 were his
first Olympic games.

Léo BERGERE
Triathlon, Saint Jean de Monts
Vendée Triathlon.
Mixed team relay double World
champion in 2019 and 2020, and
bronze World medalist in 2020. Leo
finished 21st in the individual race
at the Tokyo Olympics, which was
his first Olympic Games.

Anaëlle ROULET
Para-Swimming.
Finalist of the London 2012 and Rio
2016 Paralympic games, the
swimmer from les Sables d’Olonne
put in standby her masters studies
in ergotherapy, and ranked 5 at the
100m backstroke, her favorite, at
the Tokyo Paralympic Games.

Our local great hopes for Paris 2024 :
• Brothers Enzo and Hugo GRAU, English boxing
• Flavie BOULAIS, track and road cycling
• Éloïse TERREC, athletics, race walk
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LA VENDÉE SUPPORTS
TO P L E V E L AT H L E T E S
SAINT JEAN DE MONTS
Thanks to its environment and its facilities, the sea resort
has been chosen by the French Federation of Athletics for
long distance races, specially marathon. Beaches, forests,
stadium, are privileged places for training : a contract
with the French Federation has been signed up to 2024.

EQUESTRIAN SITE OF PRESNES IN SAINT-GERVAIS
A high level training center, directed by Rodolphe Scherer.
Already chosen in 2018 by the Indian National team and by
the South African Victoria Scott to get prepared for the 2021
Tokyo Olympic Games.

THE VENDÉSPACE IN MOUILLERON LE CAPTIF
Since its opening in 2012, a lot of international
competitions have taken place in the biggest indoor
sports facility of the departement, managed by the
department council. Before the 2016 Rio games, the
Japanese and French national teams trained and faced
each other there.

STADIUM OF LA RUDELIÈRE IN LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Surrounded by pines, near the ocean, the sports facility of la
Rudelière often hosts professional football teams for preseason preparation. Athletes also like to go there to train in
optimum conditions : Mélody Julien, French young champion
in long-distance race regularly gets trained in this facility.
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IDEAL
PREPARATION
All the ingredients are there
for your olympic and paralympic dreams
You can delegate in full confidence the organization of your training stay to Vendée Tourisme.
Our specialist team helps you to achieve your project : accommodation, transport, catering,
services and advices.

A natural and dynamic
destination

Sustainable development and
short cycle at the heart of your
stay

Our know-how in events
organizations

Various Sports facilities

Accessibility

Sanitary confidence, safe stay
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A TEAM OF EXPERT
AT YOUR SIDES
Let the experts guide you for your preparation in la Vendée
Advice on local facilities, booking of accommodation, transport, activities.
Contact us for an easy preparation of your Olympic preparation.

The Departmental Olympic and

Vendée Tourisme

Sport Committee of la Vendée
YOUR EXPERT TO GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE BEST
AVAILABLE FACILITIES FOR YOUR PREPARATION

YOUR EXPERT TO GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE
ORGANIZATION OF YOUR STAY

Our team of experts helps you before, during and after

Our experts will help you in your coordination of the

your Olympic preparation.

stay:

A question on the possible facilities able to receive you

transport, catering, evening events, …

? Need of a technical information ? Our team will

Our services will ease your stay.

support and guide !

Vendée Tourisme, it is : Sense of service and discretion,

accommodation,

meeting

spaces,

activities,

experience in events and reception of top levels national
and international athletes.

CONTACT
Jean-Philippe GUIGNARD
President of DOSC Vendée
Tel. : 0033 (0)6 14 70 85 53
label-tdj.vendee@franceolympique.com

CONTACT
Maud KERGOAT
Project manager for events
Tel: 0033 (0)2 51 47 61 89
Mobile: 0033 (0)6 37 76 23 89
m.kergoat@vendee-expansion.fr
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SANITARY
CONFIDENCE

Vendée Tourisme by your side for a serene
stay
Booking your stay with Vendée Tourisme, you will find an
expert contact to peacefully organize your stay. Enjoy a
worry-free time thanks to the committed sanitary measures
applied by all our partners (accommodation, touristic sites,
leasure activities, restaurants, …).
More than ever, we listen to you to elaborate a custom
made stay in la Vendée.

Your reservations
If a governmental decision prevents you from reaching your
destination, from making the reserved stay or impends our
partners to provide the service booked, you would find it
postponed without fees to a later date (subject to
availability at the time of modification of trip dates)
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LA VENDÉE
THE PREPARATION CENTERS FOR PARIS 2024

2.
20 OLYMPIC SPORTS
AND
10 DESTINATIONS
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DESTINATIONS
10 LABELISED DESTINATIONS
DISCOVER THE 10 DESTINATIONS WITH LABELISED OLYMPIC PREPARATION CENTERS

20 OLYMPIC SPORTS ON THE TERRITORY.

LEGEND :
Blue Pictogram : Olympic sport – Red Pictogram : Paralympic sport
Athletics

Dressage

Judo

Tennis

Basketball

Fencing

Rugby Sevens

Table tennis

Boxing

Football

Jumping

Archery

Equestrian eventing

Gymnastics

Skateboard

Triathlon

Road cycling

Handball

Taekwondo

Volleyball
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LA VENDÉE

ATHLETICS
19

DEMOISELLE STADIUM
LES HERBIERS
Sport :
Athletics OLY

The stadium :
400 m Tartan track with 6 lanes
High jump mat

Pole vault mat
2 long jump tracks
Throwing cage
3 shot put zones
Javelin throwing area
Steeplechase river;

4 changing rooms and 1 reception area
Weight machines
Meeting rooms…
1 grass rugby field with stands

Presentation of the equipment in video : Les Herbiers
A path for joggers in the countryside, an aquatic center with relaxation area (sauna,
hammam).
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LA RUDELIERE
SPORTS COMPLEX
LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Sport :
Athletics OLY et PARA
The stadium :
Changing rooms

Weight room
Meeting room, internet connection
Possibility of closed sessions
Sports ligthing
Athletics :

IAAF standards
6 tracks length 400 m
Long jump, triple jump
Shot put, hammer throw, javelin throw, discus throw
High jump
Pole vault

The Aqualudic Center Aqualone, located 3 minutes by car from the Stade de la Rudelière, is composed of a
sports pool heated to 28°C and a leisure pool.
21

MAXIME BOSSIS
COMPLEX
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Athletics OLY

Facilities :

Tracks FFA approved
Ligthed 400 m tracks with 6 lanes (8 in straight lanes)
constructed in 2019
All equipments for jumps and throws

THE SPORTS COMPLEX
9 collective changing rooms
Gymnastic hall and dojo available and adaptable to weight room or relaxation room
2 Meeting rooms adaptable to video room,
restauration
Wifi sur site
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LA VENDÉE

BASKETBALL
23

VENDÉSPACE

MOUILLERON LE CAPTIF

TOWN OF MOUILLERON-LE-CAPTIF

Sport :
Basketball OLY et PARA

The Vendéspace complex, a multifunction equipment ideal for preparation and games : It offers 4 000 seats,
3 halls.

Teh Great Hall :
A system of retractable and removable bleachers
Two FIBA approved basketball hoops and flooring that meets
international standards
Hall of 53 m x 40 m with 14 m in height
Press tribunes with circuits reserved for interviews, press
rooms and mixed zones
Connected areas for warm-up and training, competition
management and public relations
Digital scoring system, integrated sound system, LED sports
lighting, central suspended 4-sided screen
Hall accessible by persons with reduced mobility

The Extra strengths of Vendéspace :
• A weight room of 100 m2, a massage space, antidoping room, catering room with caterer kitchen,
8 backstage rooms and 8 offices.
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HALLE DES SPORTS DES
OUDAIRIES COMPLEX

LA ROCHE SUR YON

LA ROCHE-SUR-YON
Sport :
Basketball OLY et PARA

Sporting area ::
Approved H3 by the French Federation of Basketball
Game area of 25 m x 18 m2 Junckers wood floor, circulation area

of 32 m x 19 m. 7 mobile basketball hoops.
2 score tables. 2 score screens. Sport lighting and sound
4 adaptable stands of 2279 seats et 20 seats for disabled people
Accessible by disabled people

Additional spaces :
200m2 reception

room

with

catering

and

kitchen

equipment
2 bars and storage areas
1 outdoor convivial space of 195 m2
1 infirmary room and anti-doping control room, 1 press
room and 1 office
4 changing rooms with shower and toilets each accessible
to disabled people
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MICHEL VRIGNAUD
HALL
CHALLANS
Sport :
Basketball OLY

Facilities :
2 500 m2 indoor arena (22 m x 44 m) with
2588 seats
Parquet meeting French standards (EN
14-904)
2 Fiba approved basketball hoops, and 2
lateral hoops for training
2 score screen
1 weight room
1 video room
1 multipurpose hall
Changing rooms
Integrated sound

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Challans Gois

This arena is the place of training and games of the professional local basketball team (NM1).
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LA VENDÉE

BOXING
27

PIERRE DE COUBERTIN
COMPLEX
CHALLANS
Sport :
Boxing OLY

Facilities :
3 combat halls of total surface of 660 m2
A boxing hall, an intermediate room, a modular big room
1 Meeting room of 100 m2
1 ring, with anchoring for a 2nd ring

4 changing rooms
Secure access with digital door code

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Challans Gois

New multisport complex with a gymnastics hall and a multisport hall.
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LA VENDÉE

EQUESTRIAN EVENTING, JUMPING,
DRESSAGE
29

HARA S DES PRESNES

SAINT-GERVAIS

CHALLANS GOIS COMMUNAUTÉ

Sports :
Equestrian eventing OLY, Jumping OLY, dressage OLY et PARA
Facilities
20 stalls
1 treatment room
1 preparation room

1 shower room
1 tack room
1 reclining treadmill
1 horsewalker for 8 horses of 20 m

Co-working areas
1 open field of 60 m x 30 m, « Normandie drainage » fibred floor
1 big field of 80 m x 60 m, Fontainebleau type floor, with
automatic watering system
1 new field of 60 m x 30 m, Lastik floor
1 spring garden (cross country training field of more than 1
hectare with buttes, water crossings, holes and removable
obstacle course )
Video presentation : Haras des Presnes
Additional equipements on site :
Meeting room, offices, multimedia room, video viewing room, computer room, secured storage space, internet access,
lighting for night traning.
Accommodation on site: 3 Bed and Breakfast, 15 people, services included.
An annex site of training on the coast : 14 kms of accessible beaches, stall on site, hippodrome
150 m from the beach.
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EQUESTRIAN CENTER
OF LA VENDÉE
LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Sports :
Equestrian eventing OLY, dressage OLY and PARA, jumping OLY

Facillities :
Indoor manege of more than 3 000 m2 including 2 trails with one being at the
dimensions of a dressage rectangle
Outdoor riding area of more than 8 000 m2 on EQUISOL flooring
Walking space for 6 horses
Barns with 26 boxes of 16 m2 , with 2 showers with hot water, 6 preparation areas and
2 tack rooms
A cross-country course covering nearly 6 hectares of land

Organisation of events : National jumping and dressage competition.
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MENJOPOLIS
DOMAINE
LA CHATAIGNERAIE AREA

Sports :
Equestrian eventing OLY, Jumping OLY, dressage OLY

The Domaine de Menjopolis in Bazoges-

en-Pareds is located in the Vendée
department in the Pays de la Loire
region. The domain has 30 hectares in
one piece, made up of forests, 3 ponds,
several sand quarries, a gallop track,
cross-country obstacles including 3
water crossings.

Facilities :
A first sand quarries 80 m x 50 m all weather
A second sand quarries 65 m x 30 m all weather
A third sand quarries 70 m x 45 m all weather
A fourth sand quarries 60 m x 20 m all weather
A grass cross country field of 25 hectares with 3 water crossings and 100 obstacles

On the site there are permanent cross-country obstacles for 3-2-1 star, 2 dressage rectangle
and an international show jumping course. A quiet place in the countryside.
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EQUESTRIAN PARK DU
BOCAGE
LES HERBIERS
Sports :
Dressage OLY and PARA, Jumping OLY

The equestrian park :
Indoor competition trails of 72 m x 37 m and training trails of 65 m x 20 m. Outdoor sand trail of 130 m x 60
m and grass trail of 120 m x 60 m
Equipped with a Havrincourt ring. 44 fixed stalls and 6 dismountable stalls
2 clubhouses, an indoor isolated jury which can be used as an office and an outdoor jury
Jumping, dressage with extension, some fix obstacles
Integrated sound, sound insulation of the indoor arena
Horses present only during competitions (no risk of pathologies)

Presentation of the equipment in video : Les Herbiers
The riders coming to our equestrian park : Eugénie ANGOT, Julien EPAILLARD,
Pierre-Marie FRIANT, Margot ROCOUET, Gilles BOTTON.
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LA VENDÉE

ROAD CYCLING
34

ROAD CYCLING
CHANTONNAY

Sport :
Road cycling OLY and PARA

Characteriscs:
Chantonnay hosted the French cycling championships in 2015
The circuit of Chantonnay is composed of three hills here under detailled : le
Champ du Loup, le Pontreau and la Chardière. Two additional hills nearby : le
Fuiteau (500 m at 9,7%), Touchegray hill (850 m at 5,7 %).

LE CHAMP DU LOUP
800 m at an average 10 %
including one turn at 16 %

LE PONTREAU
600 m à 9 %

LA CHARDIÈRE
500 m à 6%
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LA VENDÉE

FENCING
36

SALLE DES SAUNIERS
LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Sport :
Fencing OLY

Facilities :
8 fencing pistes meeting official standards
PVC flooring, FORBO Sarlon Trafic Ref 433136
Gymnasium height 3,6 m
Electronic fencing scoring sytem, scoring screen
Secure storage space for equipment - Area with workbench, soldering iron, screw drivers, …

Additional sports facilitities next to the hall
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LA VENDÉE

FOOTBALL
38

SPORTS COMPLEX
COUBERTIN
LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Sport :
Football OLY

The stadium :
2 grass grounds, flood lighting
A tree-lined complex for closed sessions
Spectator stand
Meeting room with wifi access
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HENRI DESGRANGE
STADIUM

LA ROCHE SUR YON

LA ROCHE-SUR-YON

Sport :
Football OLY

Sporting area :
Grass ground of 170 m x 90 m approved by the Frend Federation of Football + 1 training artificial grass
ground of 105 m x 68 m approved by the FFF. 1 playground for Five-a-side football of 30 m x 20 m

3 benches per ground. Electronic score screen

Press seats and room.

5145 seats including 24 seats for disabled people. 10 backstage rooms of 10 m2
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MAXIME BOSSIS
COMPLEX
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Football OLY

Facilities :
2 grass ground FFF approved, sports lighting FFF
approved, integrated watering system

1 artificial grass ground (in 2022)
6 collective changing rooms
Secure parking and access
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LEVEILLÉ STADIUM
CHALLANS

Sports :
OLY Football

Facilities :
A totally secure site

Removable goals for11 player football

Tracks FFA approved (level 4)

A panoramique meeting-room of 100m²

Lighted tracks

Annex grass ground

Stand with 500 seats

A gweight room nearly

Grass watering System

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Challans Gois
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LA VENDÉE

GYMNASTIC
43

GYMNA STIC HALL
MOUTIERS-LES-MAUXFAITS
Sport :
Gymnastics OLY

The hall :
Main hall with 1143 m2 , with latest generation GYMNOVA equipments GYMNOVA
Changing rooms (74 m2 in totla) with individual showers
Annex hall of 84m2
Stand of 250 seats overhanging the competition field. Additional 100 seats at competition field level.
2nd sports hall of 1156 m2
Built in trampoline
A spring exercise floor approved FIG MONTREAL
A spring acrobatic track

Office and Meeting room

A brand new equipment to open in 2021. In the gymnastics hall, an annex hall of 80m² can be
dedicated to massage room, choreography or restauration.
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ETENDUÈRE GYMNA STICS
HALL
LES HERBIERS
Sport :
Gymnastics OLY

The gymnasium :
Opened in 2017, the facilities benefit from the « latest
Generation » apparatus of the GYMNOVA brand
1200m² dedicated to the practice of gymnastics;
A 80m² pit

A practicable
A trampoline integrated into the ground
4 changing rooms and 1 reception area
An annex Omnisport hall of 1500m²
Meeting rooms

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Les Herbiers

Aquatic center with relaxation area (sauna, hammam).
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LA VENDÉE

HANDBALL
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LE VENDÉSPACE

MOUILLERON LE CAPTIF

MOUILLERON-LE-CAPTIF

Sport :
Handball OLY
The Vendéspace complex, a multifunction equipment ideal for preparation and games : It offers 3700 seats
through a system of retractable and removable bleachers, a surface of 21 000 m², 3 halls.

Two approved goals and flooring that meets international standards
Hall of 53 m x 40 m with 14 m in height

Press tribunes with circuits reserved for interviews, press rooms and mixed zones
Connected areas for warm-up and training, competition management and public relations
Digital scoring system, integrated sound system, LED sports lighting, central suspended 4-sided
screen
Hall accessible by persons with reduced mobility

The Extra strengths of Vendéspace :
A weight room of 100 m2, a massage space, antidoping room, catering room with
caterer kitchen, 8 backstage rooms and 8 offices.
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BOUFFÉRÉ SPORT HALL
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Handball OLY

Facilities :
1 main volleyball field + 2 additional fields 18 m x 9
m, which can be split with removable walls
Taraflex Sport Performance floor (Gerflor)
Lighting 500 lux
4 collective changing rooms
2 meeting / conviviality halls
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LÉONARD DE VINCI
COMPLEX
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Handball OLY

Facilities :
2 gymnasium 44 m x 24 m renewed in 2015 included
one with 400 seats
Floor : linoleum stuck on cement screed / molded
resin (Tarkett)
Lighting 500 lux
Height : 9 m
7 collective changing rooms

2 Meeting rooms adaptable to working space, video
room or restauration
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MAXIME BOSSIS
COMPLEX
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Handball OLY

Facilities :
2 gymnasiums 44 m x 24 m renewed in 2017 with 400
seats
Floor : linoleum stuck on wooden decking (Tarkett)
Lighting 500 lux
Height : 8 m
9 collective changing rooms
2 Meeting rooms adaptable to video room,
restauration
Gymnastic hall and dojo available and adaptable to
weight room or relaxation room
Wifi
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LA VENDÉE

JUDO
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LE VENDÉSPACE

MOUILLERON LE CAPTIF

MOUILLERON-LE-CAPTIF

Sport :
Judo OLY

The dojo :
Hall of 48 m x 20 m, 250 seats

Dojo equipped with :
• Five combat areas. Red and yellow tatamis approved for competition
• Five screens
• Integrated sound system
• A weighing room with scales meeting the federal standards
• An infirmary
• Two athletes changing rooms, two referee changing rooms
• An office and a storage space

Dojo accessible by persons with reduced mobility
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MASSABIELLE DOJO
LES HERBIERS
Sport :
Judo OLY et PARA

The dojo :
1 500 m² reserved for pratice of martial arts
4 circulation areas
Stands with 380 seats
1 weight room
4 changing rooms and 1 reception room
Meeting rooms

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Les Herbiers
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LA VENDÉE

RUGBY SEVENS
54

LA RUDELIERE
SPORTS COMPLEX
LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Sport :
Rugby Sevens OLY

Rugby Sevens :
1 natural grass ground (100 m x 70 m) with drain system
Lanes regularly drawn

Training equipment available : wedge bags, tackel bags, plots, ...
Medical room equipped with : treatment couch - defibrillator - stretcher(s) - sink – power outlet

The stadium :
Changing rooms
Weight room
Meeting room, internet connection
Possibility of closed sessions
Sports ligthing
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LÉONARD DE VINCI
COMPLEX
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Rugby Sevens OLY

Facilities :
Artificial grass ground approved with lighting 500 lux
7 collective changing rooms
2 Meeting rooms adaptable to working space, video room or restauration
Indoor sports areas nearby : gymnasium, dojo, Gymnastics hall
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LA CAILLETIERE
STADIUM
CHALLANS

Sport :
Rugby Seven OLY

Facilities :
Natural grass ground with drainage system

Flood lighting

11m high goal-post

Possibility of closed sessions

Training equipment available : wedge bags, tackle bags, plots

Meeting room

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Challans Gois
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LA VENDÉE

SKATEBOARD
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SKATE PARK
LA FAUTE-SUR-MER

Sport :
Skateboard OLY

Facilities:
3 500 m2 Skatepark
A pool or bowl of 30 m x 20 m with curves radius from 2 m to 2 m 80
A ramp of 10 m x 10 m with 1 m radius
3 quarter zones of 30 m long
Available modules : Handrails, Gap, Manual Pad, Hubba, Ledge, Curb, Pyramide, Funbox

A urban parc of 8ha, a playing field of 3 000 m2, 360 parking places, stands and spaces adapted
for events organization.
The city proposes a 9-holes golf course, a practice and a pitch and putt.
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LA VENDÉE

TAEKWONDO
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MASSABIELLE DOJO
LES HERBIERS
Sport :
Taekwondo OLY and PARA

The dojo :
1 500 m² reserved for pratice of martial arts
4 circulation areas
Stands with 380 seats
1 weight room
4 changing rooms and 1 reception room
Meeting rooms

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Les Herbiers
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LA VENDÉE

TENNIS
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LA RUDELIERE
SPORTS COMPLEX
LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Sport :
Tennis OLY

Stadium :

Tennis :

Changing rooms

7 clay tennis courts

Weight room

1 club house

Meeting room, internet connection
Possibility of closed sessions
Sports ligthing
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LA VENDÉE

TABLE TENNIS
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NOUES TABLE TENNIS
HALL
CHALLANS

Sport :
Table tennis OLY

Facilities :
Table tennis hall of 900 m2 (no natural light)
Height : 5 m

12 ITTF approved tables
4 changing rooms
Panoramic meeting room (view on the
hippodrome)
Annex hall dedicated to tennis and
badminton

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Challans Gois

An additional sports equipment near the Salle des Noues.
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SPORTS COMPLEX
COUBERTIN
LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Sport :
Table tennis OLY and PARA

ITTF approved PVC flooring
10 tables ITTF approved
Stands with 380 seats
1 weight room
Changing rooms and meeting rooms with WIFI
access
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LA VENDÉE

ARCHERY
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PLAINE DES SPORTS
COMPLEX
CHALLANS
Sport :
Archery OLY

Facilities :
Grass ground South/North orientated
External shooting area under canopy of 23m,
surface 150 m2
10 fixed targets
4 moving targets
Shooting up to 70 m

Presentation of the equipment in video :

Challans Gois
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LA VENDÉE

TRIATHLON
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LA RUDELIERE
SPORTS COMPLEX
LES SABLES D’OLONNE
Sport :
Triathlon OLY et PARA

Stadium :
Changing rooms
Weight room
Meeting room, internet connection
Possibility of closed sessions
Sports ligthing
IAAF standards
6 tracks length 400 m

Located 3 minutes by car from the Stade de la Rudelière, the Aqualudic Center is composed of a sports
pool heated to 28°C and a leisure pool.
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LA VENDÉE

VOLLEY-BALL
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LE VENDÉSPACE

MOUILLERON LE CAPTIF

MOUILLERON-LE-CAPTIF
Sport :
Volley-ball OLY et PARA
The Vendéspace complex, a multifunction equipment ideal for preparation and games : It offers from 1000
to 4900 seats through a system of retractable and removable bleachers, a surface of 21 000 m², 3 halls.

Teh Great Hall :
Hall of 53 m x 40 m with 14 m in height
Posts and nets that meets international standards
Press tribunes with circuits reserved for interviews, press rooms and mixed zones
Connected areas for warm-up and training, competition management and public relations
Digital scoring system, integrated sound system, LED sports lighting, central suspended 4-sided screen
Hall accessible by persons with reduced mobility

The Extra strengths of Vendéspace :
• A weight room of 100 m2, a massage space, antidoping room, catering room with
caterer kitchen, 8 backstage rooms and 8 offices.
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BOUFFÉRÉ SPORT HALL
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Volley-ball OLY

Facilities:
1 gymnasium 44 m x 32 m raised in 2017 with 250 seats. Specialized in volleyball (local club at
National 3 level)
1 main volleyball field + 2 additional fields 18 m x 9 m, which can be split with removable walls
Taraflex Sport Performance floor (Gerflor)
Lighting 500 lux

4 collective changing rooms
2 meeting / conviviality halls
Beach volley field available + equipments
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LÉONARD DE VINCI
COMPLEX
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Volley-ball OLY

Facilities :
2 gymnasium 44 m x 24 m renewed in 2015 included
one with 400 seats
Floor : linoleum stuck on cement screed / molded
resin (Tarkett)
Lighting 500 lux
Height : 9 m
7 collective changing rooms
2 Meeting rooms adaptable to working space, video
room or restauration
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MAXIME BOSSIS
COMPLEX
MONTAIGU-VENDÉE
Sport :
Volley-ball OLY

Facilities :
2 gymnasiums 44 m x 24 m renewed in 2017 with 400
seats
Floor : linoleum stuck on wooden decking (Tarkett)
Lighting 500 lux
Height : 8 m

9 collective changing rooms
2 Meeting rooms adaptable to video room,
restauration
Gymnastic hall and dojo available and adaptable to
weight room or relaxation room
Wifi
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LA VENDÉE
PREPARATION CENTERS FOR PARIS 2024

3.
SERVICES TO
ATHLETES
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HOSPITAL CENTRES
MEDICAL SERVICES
SERVICES TO ATHLETES
The DOSC Vendée and Vendée Tourisme assist you in the medical organization of your stay.
Please find here under a list of medical services. The list of the services on the destination will be
communicated during the organization of your stay.

Hospital centers
• La Roche-sur-Yon
Centre Hospitalier Départemental Vendée, Boulevard Stéphane Moreau, 85000 La Roche-sur-Yon
Tel. : 0033 (0)2 51 44 61 61
• Challans
Centre Hospitalier Loire Vendée Océan, 20 Boulevard Guérin, 85300 Challans
Tel. : 0033 (0)2 51 49 50 00
• Montaigu-Vendée
Centre Hospitalier Départemental, 54 Rue Saint-Jacques, 85600 Montaigu-Vendée
Tel. : 0033 (0)2 51 45 40 00
• Luçon
Centre Hospitalier Départemental, 41 Rue Henry Renaud, 85400 Luçon
Tel. : 0033 (0)2 51 28 33 33
• Fontenay-le-Comte
Centre Hospitalier de Fontenay le Comte
11 Rue du Dr René Laforge, 85200 Fontenay-le-Comte
Tel. : 0033 (0)2 51 53 51 53
• Les Sables d’Olonne
Centre Hospitalier Côte de Lumière, Rue Alexander Fleming, 85340 Les Sables-d'Olonne
Tel. : 0033 (0)2 51 21 85 85
• Pays de la Châtaigneraie
Centre Hospitalier des Collines Vendéennes, 9 Avenue du Mal Leclerc, 85120 La Châtaigneraie
Tel. : 0033 (0)2 51 53 65 65

Medical Services
A list of the professional medical services on your destination will be communicated upon demand :
• Physiotherapist masseurs
• Chiropractors
• Osteopaths
• Etiopaths
Cryotherapy service :
A partner proposes services of mobile cryotherapy on training center.
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VETERINARY CLINICS
SERVICES TO ATHLETES
ANIMÉA
Equestrian pole
The clinic is located in the center of la Vendée
department, at the intersection of the highways A83 and
A87, in the middle of the 4 preparation centers for
equestrian sports in la Vendée, at 37 to 47 kms, 63kms for
the most distant, so less than 30 to 60 minutes of the
preparation centers.

Services :
• General and sporting pratice
• Locomotor disorders
• Surgery : Wound management, arthroscopy
• Radiology and echography
• Ophtalmology
• Dental care
• Follow-up and hospitalization : hospitalized horses are
monitored with webcam when needed

Contact :
0033 (0)2 51 30 50 49
equine@vetroche.com

Animéa equestrian pole employs
6 equestrian vets for a reception surface
of 900 m². Emergency ensured 24h/24
7/7.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Material :
2 portable digital radiography devices
1 fixed radiology device (back and neck vertebras)
4 portable ultrasound scanner
1 portable video-endoscope imagery
1 ECG monitoring
1 shoc wave device
1 laser
3 electric horse tooth rasps
On-siteblood analyzer for a quick diagnosis
2 consultation rooms
9 hospitalization stalls
2 immobilization stalls
1 surgery block
2 recovery rooms

Equestrian Clinic of Nantes Universitary Hospital center
The Veterinary clinic of Oniris in Nantes is 1 hour drive away from La Roche-sur-Yon.
Services :
•
•
•
•

Internal and sporting medecine, Surgery
Orthopaedics
Dentistry
Medical imagery

Contact :
Tel : 0033 (0)2 40 68 78 52
Emergency 24h/24 7/7.
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WELLNESS
SERVICES TO ATHLETES
The DOSC Vendée and Vendée Tourisme assist you in the medical organization of your stay.
Please find here under a list of wellness services.

Thalassotherapies and wellness centers
Les Sables d’Olonne :
Hôtel Thalasso and Spa Côte Ouest : Fitness center (Fitness – collective sessions) / Aqua fitness /Customized
coaching / sauna – hammam / balneotherapy (sea water) and spa area/ cryotherapy
Saint-Jean-de-Monts :
Hôtel Thalasso and Spa Valdys : sauna – hammam / balneotherapy (sea water) and spa area/ cryotherapy /
pressotherapy / hydro-massaging bed
Saint-Fulgent :
Aquatic complex Aqua bulles : Fitness center (weight lifting and cardio – collective sessions) / Aqua fitness /
sauna – hammam / cryotherapy / hydro-massaging bed / hydro-massaging showers
La Roche-sur-Yon :
Aquatic complex : sauna – hammam / spa area / hydro-massaging showers
Fontenay-le-Comte :
Aquatic complex Océanide : Aqua fitness / sauna – hammam / spa area
Les Herbiers :
Aquatic complex Cap Vert : Aqua fitness / sauna – hammam / spa area
Challans
Opening in 2022
Aquatic complex : Fitness center / sauna – hammam / spa area

Chantonnay
Opening in 2021
Aquatic complex l’Odyss : sauna – hammam / spa area / hydro-massaging showers / salt caves
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Many hotels also offer these wellness services.

COHESI ON ACTI VI TI ES
DI SCOVERY OF L A VENDÉE
SERVICES TO ATHLETES

Vendée Tourisme and their partners can organize for you custom-made cohesion activities or
relaxation activities.
Some inspirations :

TOURISTIC DISCOVERY :
• Bike or electric scooter
• Paddle, windsurfing, sand yachting
• Sailing or semi-rigid boat promenade
• Trail, Nordic walking, yoga

TEAM COHESION ACTIVITIES:
• Escape games downtown or in the nature
• Golf
• Treasure hunt by bike
• Koh-Lanta games
• Sailing regatta
• Sand Yachting challenge
• Culinary workshop
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LOCAL GA STRONOMY
EXCURSIONS
Discover the local gastronomy with the local producers and restaurateurs. They work together to
highlight the typical dishes! Enjoy the specialities of la Vendée coming from a rich « terroir » and a
generous ocean ! Taste the local wines cultivated in our vineyards!

LOCAL PRODUCTS
Between land and sea, la Vendée proposes to excite your taste
buds with marine flavors coming from littoral and bocage.

LA VENDÉE COUNTS WITH 6 STARRED CHEFS
With one 2-stars restaurant and five 1-star
restaurants, the department is a gastronomic
destination .

THE WINE ROUTE
Follow the Wine Route and discover the local Vineyards. Gathered under
the AOC Fiefs Vendéens, they prove the richness and diversity of the
terroir of la Vendée
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STAY LONGER
EXCURSIONS
Complete your preparation stay with an excursion in la Vendée
Half day or complete day excursions to discover the treasures of the destination.

LES SABLES D’OLONNE

L’ILE DE NOIRMOUTIER

Discover les Sables d'Olonne, top sailing and leisure
destination and departure point of the legendary
Vendée Globe ! Located on the coast of la Vendée, the
sea resort is well-known for its fine sandy beaches, its
beautiful landscapes : dunes, marshes, forest of
Olonne... And exceptional sunshine.

Explore the island of Noirmoutier, nicknamed mimosa
island with its 40 km beaches and salt marshes !
Unique landscapes with ports and typical architecture
of white houses and blue shutters.

PUY DU FOU®

LE MARAIS POITEVIN

Experience unforgettable moments at le Puy du Fou®.
Enjoy delightful moments in this theme park.
Spectacular shows, epic adventures and deep
emotions... Come and solve the mystery of this place,
out of time, awarded several times « Best leisure park
of the World ».

In the south of la Vendée, travel through the
preserved territory of the Marais poitevin ! The
natural park is recognized for the unique scenery all
along the river Sèvre Niortaise, more commonly called
the Green Venice.
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KEEP CONNECTED TO LA VENDÉE !
# destinationvendee

YouTube
Dive in the heart of la Vendée with
the YouTube channel of Vendée Tourisme.
Discover the diversity of the landscapes and
activities of la Vendée

Facebook
Follow our Facebook pages to keep
informed on tourism and sporting
hot topics of la Vendée
@vendee.tourisme @CDOS85

Internet website
vendee-tourisme.com
www.cdos85.fr
See you on our internet websites to understand the
services of personlized support for your preparation
for Olympics and Paralympics Games Paris 2024

Instagram
The most beautiful images of la Vendée available on
our Insta accounts
@vendeetourisme @cdos_vendee
Crédits photos : Vendée Tourisme, Vendée Expansion, A. Lamoureux, J. Gazeau, S. Bourcier, Département de la Vendée, Département de la Vendée Pascal BAUDRY/Jean-Dominique BILLAUD, CDOS 85, Flaticon, ville de La rocue-sur-Yon, ville des Sables d’Olonne, ville des Herbiers, ville de Bazoges-enPareds, ville de Challans, Challans Gois Communauté, ville de Chantonnay, Communauté de comme du Pays de la Châtaigneraie, ville de La Faute-surMer, Haras des Presnes, ville de Montaigu Vendée, Terre de Montaigu, Gaël Roger, Olivier Gui, Pics by Mathilde, Medhi-Medi, Pierre Gandiaga, Philippe
Bertheau, Studiobcarré, Pôle équestre vendéen, Horizon vertical, piqsels.com, Nadia Poorjabar, Gus Sev Photos, pixabay.com, Perre Gandiapa,
freepik.com, pexels.com, istockphoto.com, stock.adobe.com, Mondial de Montaigu, Ironman des Sables d’Olonne
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More information on
cdos85.fr et vendee-tourisme.com

